Failed Band: Conversion to Sleeve Gastrectomy
Dr. Gagner M. (CAN)

Failed VBG with Nissen fundoplication: Conversion to RNY Gastric Bypass
Dr. Dillemans B. (BEL)

Failed RNY Gastric Bypass: Endoluminal Revision/ APC
Dr. Perretta S. (FRA)

Failed Sleeve: Conversion to Omega Loop Gastric Bypass
Dr. Prager G. (AUT)

Failed Sleeve: Conversion to SADI
Dr. Celik A. (TUR)

Failed Sleeve: Conversion to RNY Gastric Bypass
Dr. Shah S. (IND)
Failed RNY Gastric Bypass: Distalisation type Sugerman
Dr. Higa K. (USA)

Failed RNY Gastric Bypass: Pouchresetizing with band/ redo gastro-entero with Da Vinci Robot
Dr. Bhandari M. (IND)

Failed RNY Gastric Bypass: Revision of a gastro-gastric fistula
Dr. Himpens J. (BEL)

Failed BPD (Scopinaro): Gastro-jejunal sleeve/redo gastro-entero
Dr. Ramos A. (BRA)

Failed band: Conversion to long limb RNY Gastric Bypass with Da Vinci Robot
Dr. Vaz C. (PRT)

Failed band: Conversion to RNY Gastric Bypass
Dr. Lafullarde T. (BEL)